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WELCOME 

Thank you for purchasing MIDIGrade! 

The idea for this little big invention came into existence in 2015 from my own 
need to have a more ergonomic and efficient experience in color grading, which a 
proper controller can bring you. I had visited many professional grading suites by 
then and watching how everything on screen happened by simply twisting a few 
knobs here and clicking buttons there… there’s just something really satisfying to 
it. 

This whole dream about having all the controls in my fingertips was what in the 
end inspired me to create a solution for controlling DaVinci Resolve. This is also 
because looking into many different other options available in the controller 
market, I noticed there was a lot of room for improvement and felt like I could help 
change that. 

I have worked a very long time perfecting the mapping to my taste and based on 
user feedback and since its first version in early 2016 it has little-by-little come a 
long! The strength of this setup is in the 4 by 4 button layout which is intuitive to 
use and easy to memorise thanks to it matching very well how functions are laid 
out in Resolve. So I hope your workflow will experience a tremendous increase in 
effectiveness like mine did. 

Thanks again and happy grading! 

-Julius Koivistoinen 



About MIDIGrade 3 and Lite 

In summary, MIDIGrade is a much faster, enjoyable and intuitive way of moving 
your mouse and pushing keyboard shortcuts when grading in DaVinci Resolve. 
With the use of physical knobs, buttons and keys you can control your most 
commonly used functions with ease, develop efficient muscle-memory and thus 
concentrate on what is most important! 

MIDIGrade had its first release in 2016 when it was just a simple plugin made for a 
Mac-only macro-building software called ControllerMate. With it you were able to 
do basic grading in DaVinci Resolve 12.5 but it lacked in reliability and in many 
crucial coloring features. Little by little, and thanks to user feedback, a long list of 
new features were added into MIDIGrade. After countless iterations over the years 
and recently reaching its 3rd major release, there’s now a whopping 162 different 
DaVinci Resolve functions inside. 

MIDIGrade Lite in the other hand was inspired by a Finnish top colorist who I had 
the chance to work with in 2017 when I got to witness his workflow, and to my 
surprise he didn’t use a panel at all. Instead, he had everything mapped on his 
keyboard which enabled him to be super portable with his setup since he travels 
all around the globe working for world’s biggest brands. He worked on a different 
grading software though so what I did was take the concept and created 
something of my own which works with Resolve which in turn became the 
MIDIGrade Lite of today. 

Since their inception, MIDIGrade and Lite have evolved to using completely 
different platform called Bome Midi Translator making them available on Windows. 
Still, after all these years the base principle has stayed the same though. To bring a 
professional-feeling tool for all levels of colorists that can effortlessly travel 
anywhere with them yet still enables working as if you had a full-blown panel 
setup. 

Interesting tidbit is that MIDIGrade has around 3780 individually hand-input 
coordinates which together enable it to cover the selected 7 screen resolutions 
in both single and dual GUI monitor setups. This alone should give some idea how 
much coordination and effort there has been behind putting together this whole 
system. 



System requirements 

MIDIGrade has been tested on many different computers and operating system 
versions. Here is a brief rundown what setups are recommended and should work 
without issues. Be aware that since MIDIGrade is based on doing lots of 
adjustments in lighting fast speed, a faster system will run with less occasional 
hick-ups. 

Obviously for MIDIGrade to work a Midi Fighter Twister controller by DJ Techtools 
is required. This controller doesn’t need any modifications for it to work. Midi 
Fighter Twister is sold separately. 

MIDIGrade Lite doesn’t require any other hardware than the keyboard you already 
use. 

macOS 

• 10.10 (Yosemite) - 11.0 (Big Sur) 

• Main GUI screen resolution: 1920x1080, 1920x1200 (MacBook Pro 15” native), 
2048x1280 (MacBook Pro 16” native), 2560x1080 (ultra-wide 21:9), 2560x1440 
(iMac 27” native), 3840x2160 or 3440x1440 (ultra-wide 21:9) 

• If you have a Retina display, half the pixel count ie. 3840x2400 → 1920x1200 

• System capable of running DaVinci Resolve reliably 

Windows 

• Windows 7, 8, 10 

• Main GUI screen resolution: 1920x1080, 1920x1200, 2048x1280, 2560x1080 
(ultra-wide 21:9), 2560x1440, 3840x2160 or 3440x1440 (ultra-wide 21:9) 

• System capable of running DaVinci Resolve reliably 



SETUP INSTRUCTIONS 

MIDIGrade 

1. Download, install and open Midi Fighter Utility (link), plug in your Midi Fighter 
Twister controller (sold separately) and import the provided .mfs file. 

2. Open DaVinci Resolve, go to Keyboard Customization, import the provided 
keyboard preset file. 

3. In Resolve make sure you have selected Full Screen Window, and Show Icons 
and Labels is enabled in the bottom of the screen (right-mouse-click the icons 
to see the menu). 

4. Install MIDIGrade with the provided .dmg or .exe file. 

• ⚠  macOS: After installing you will need to allow MIDIGrade Lite to control 
your computer by selecting it in: System Preferences > Security & Privacy > 
Privacy tab > Accessibility 

5. Open MIDIGrade and it will automatically select the correct screen resolution 
for your main GUI monitor. You can also select the screen resolution manually 
from the dropdown menu. 

• Single Screen and Dual Screen refers to whether you have Dual Screen 
enabled in Resolve or not. 

• Manual selection is required when for example you have two monitors but 
in Resolve Dual Screen is set to off. 

• For Retina displays the correct resolution is the one with half of the physical 
pixel count. (ie. MacBook Pro 15”: 3840 x 2400 → 1920 x 1200) 

6. You should now see “ Ready to roll “ and you’re done! Happy grading. 

https://djtechtools.com/midi-fighter-setup/


MIDIGrade Lite 

1. Open DaVinci Resolve, go to Keyboard Customization, import the provided 
keyboard preset file. 

2. In Resolve make sure you have selected Full Screen Window, and Show Icons 
and Labels is enabled in the bottom of the screen (right mouse click the icons 
to see the menu). 

3. Install MIDIGrade Lite with the provided .dmg or .exe file. 

• ⚠  macOS: After installing you will need to allow MIDIGrade Lite to control 
your computer by selecting it in: System Preferences > Security & Privacy > 
Privacy tab > Accessibility 

4. Open MIDIGrade Lite and it will automatically select the correct screen 
resolution for your main GUI monitor. You can also select the screen resolution 
manually from the dropdown menu. 

• Single Screen and Dual Screen refers to whether you have Dual Screen 
enabled in Resolve or not. 

• Manual selection is required when for example you have two monitors but 
in Resolve Dual Screen is set to off. 

• For Retina displays the correct resolution is the one with half of the physical 
pixel count. (ie. MacBook Pro 15”: 3840 x 2400 → 1920 x 1200) 

5. You should now see “ Ready to roll “ which means you’re done! 

• To enable MIDIGrade Lite select one of the menus (ex. Cmd/Ctrl + 1). 

• If you click ESC or a letter outside of MIDIGrade Lite’s selection of keys, all 
functions are turned off until one of the menus is enabled again. 

• Enjoy! 



Settings 

Both MIDIGrade and MIDIGrade Lite offer the same options in the Settings 
dropdown menu. Your last selected Settings options will be remembered when 
you close and start MIDIGrade / Lite again. 

MIDI Settings 

Used for troubleshooting in case of a problem. Has no function otherwise. 

Auto Start 

Enable this to have MIDIGrade / Lite start up automatically on your OS boot up. 

DaVinci Resolve 17 / DaVinci Resolve 16 

Lets you choose between DaVinci Resolve 16 and 17. Choose the one you use. 
Notice that some settings and adjustments have a different layout depending 
which version you have enabled. 

Color Wheels / Primaries Bars / HDR Grade 

[MIDIGrade: Color Wheels enabled by default] 
[MIDIGrade Lite: Primaries Bars enabled by default] 

Lets you toggle between either Color Wheels, Primaries Bars or HDR Grade 
(Resolve 17+) depending on your preferred workflow. Toggling from one option 
to other effectively changes how menu selection functions, so instead of Color 
Wheels for example you can use that menu key to access HDR Grade. 



RESOURCES 

Feature list 

Below you will find all of the DaVinci Resolve settings featured in MIDIGrade and 
MIDIGrade Lite divided in different Menus. Please refer to the cheat sheets in next 
two chapters to see which features are included in each since some may be 
missing from the other. As the name suggests, MIDIGrade Lite is the one which 
has less features. Please note this list doesn’t cover every single feature. See the 
cheat sheets in next chapter for a full rundown. 

Color Adjustments 

Temperature, Tint, Contrast, Pivot, Midtone Detail 
Color Boost, Shadows, Highlights, Saturation, Hue, Luminance Mix 
Lift Y, Gamma Y, Gain Y (the white bar next to RGB) 

Primaries Color Wheels (refer to image above) 

Lift, Gamma, Gain, Offset wheels 
Lift, Gamma, Gain, Offset luminance 
Lift, Gamma, Gain, Offset reset 



Primaries Bars 

Lift: Luminance, Red, Green, Blue, Reset 
Gamma: Luminance, Red, Green, Blue, Reset 
Gain: Luminance, Red, Green, Blue, Reset 
Offset: Luminance, Red, Green, Blue, Reset 

Log Color Wheels 

Shadow, Midtone, Highlight, Offset wheels 
Shadow, Midtone, Highlight, Offset luminance 
Shadow, Midtone, Highlight, Offset reset 

Low Range, High Range 



Curves 

Hue Vs Hue: Red, Yellow, Green, Cyan, Blue, Purple 
Hue Vs Sat: Red, Yellow, Green, Cyan, Blue, Purple 
Hue Vs Lum: Red, Yellow, Green, Cyan, Blue, Purple 
Lum Vs Sat: Limited functions. Just shadows and highlights can be adjusted with 
MIDIGrade only. For other values like black, white and grey you need to click the 
curve with your mouse to create an input value and only after that MIDIGrade can 
control them. 
Sat Vs Sat: Very limited functions. You need to use your mouse to click the curve to 
create input values and only after that MIDIGrade can be used to adjust them. 

Soft Clip: Low, High, Low Soft, High Soft 



Qualifier 

Hue: Center, Width, Soft, Symmetry, On/off, Reset 
Saturation: Low, High, Low Soft, High Soft, On/off, Reset 
Luminance: Low, High, Low Soft, High Soft, On/off, Reset 
Denoise, Clean Black, Clean White, Blur Radius 

Window 

Add Window: Linear, Circular, Polygon, Curve, Gradient 
Transform: Size, Aspect, Pan, Tilt, Rotation, Opacity 
Softness: Soft 1, Soft 2, Soft 3, Soft 4, Inside, Outside 



Key 

Key Output Gain (think of it as node opacity) 

HDR Grade (DaVinci Resolve 17+) 

1st Wheel: Exposure, Saturation, X, Y, Reset 
2nd Wheel: Exposure, Saturation, X, Y, Reset 
3rd Wheel: Exposure, Saturation, X, Y, Reset 
4th Wheel: Exposure, Saturation, X, Y, Reset 
Left arrow, Right arrow (wheel selection; ⚠  works only with 6 wheels) 



Functions not linked to any specific menu 

Nodes: 
- Add Serial 
- Add Serial Before Current 
- Add Parallel Node 
- Add Outside Node 
- Append a Node 
- Previous Node 
- Next Node 
- Enable/Disable Selected Nodes 
- Enable/Disable All Nodes 
- Reset Selected Node Grade 
- Delete Current Node 

Keyframes:  
- Add Keyframe 
- Delete Keyframe 
- Next Keyframe 
- Previous Keyframe 

Playback and navigation: 
- Next Clip 
- Previous Clip 
- Next Frame 
- Previous Frame 
- Play / Pause 
- Play Reverse 

Stills and reference: 
- Grab Still 
- Next Still 
- Previous Still 
- Toggle Reference Wipe 
- Invert Wipe 
- Enhanced Viewer 



MIDIGrade cheat sheet 



MIDIGrade Lite cheat sheet 



Selectable Settings cheat sheet 



Twister printable labels 

 



SUPPORT 

Common problems & Troubleshooting  1

- Windows dual screen setup 

• With multiple screens on Windows you might notice MIDIGrade targeting 
(mouse moving) on the wrong screen, or the position being off otherwise. 
Temporary fix to this is to make sure your DaVinci Resolve GUI screen is 
positioned top-left in your Windows Settings. Note: changing main display 
doesn’t always seem to fix this issue. Instead, changing the actual monitor 
cables around connecting to your computer/GPU may fix this. Investigating this 
issue continues. 

- MIDIGrade 

• MIDIGrade can get stuck in an adjustment by accidentally selecting the number 
value in it. In this situation simply either adjust another value for a tiny amount or 
click outside of the box with your mouse; either option will reset and you can 
get back to work. To avoid this from happening often, try to do adjustments in a 
clear and steady manner! 

- MIDIGrade Lite 

 This list is work in progress. Please let me know if you encounter an issue not 1

listed here.



• Some menu-specific once-per-click-triggered functions like Add Linear in 
Window, Grab Still in Color adjustments or Highlight in Qualifier may need to be 
“reset” each time you click them by letting go of the Shift key. In other words 
you’ll not be able to hold the Shift key down and click another key multiple 
times in a row. This bug does not affect non-menu-specific shortcuts like Next 
Node, Add Serial Key or Bypass Grade. 

• In Primaries Bars it may seem like the Luminance adjustments don’t do anything. 
This is due to a design flaw in Resolve which affects the horizontal Luminance 
sliders. You can even replicate it yourself by selecting this slider with your 
mouse and moving it really slowly. Effective workaround is to have the 10x 
speed toggled on whenever you adjust luminance in Primaries Bars. 



Contact details 

Feel free to contact me when you experience major problems with MIDIGrade or 
MIDIGrade Lite. This is helpful for other users too and the health of this product 
since your input can really affect how well it performs! 

Many issues are already covered in the Common problems & Troubleshooting 
chapter so make sure to check that too before reaching out to me. 

Cheers, 
-Julius 

Support email: 
support@midigrade.com 

Store contact form: 
https://sellfy.com/midigrade/contact/ 
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